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Color Guard Railing Systems Launch New Product –
Grand Prix
The latest product in Color Guard’s Aluminum Collection is easy to install and
adds functionality and style to any deck.
SHEBOYGAN FALLS, WI – Color Guard Railing Systems, the Wisconsin-based leader in deck railing and
outdoor living solutions, is proud to announce the release of the newest product in its aluminum railing line
– Grand Prix.
Combining durability with a sleek and modern look, the Grand Prix was designed to install easily, withstand
the elements and give decks an unobstructed view.
“Grand Prix really checks all of the boxes,” said Scott Kleban, Color Guard Business Development/Brand
Strategist. “It looks good, stands up in extreme weather, and like our other Color Guard products installs
easily no matter what your skill level.”
Immediately available to order, Grand Prix is made from textured, powder-coated aluminum, with a PVC
filler in top & bottom rails. Grand Prix complements both composite and wood decks and the ¾” round
balusters meet safety requirements while enhancing the view.
Fully kitted and available in Black, White and Bronze, Grand Prix is proudly manufactured in the USA and
joins Color Guard’s line of high-quality and easy-to-install deck rails.
“Our Lincoln Railing line has become a favorite for home builders, deck builders and remodelers due to its
ease of installation and the fact that we provide a total solution,” added Kleban. “Grand Prix is compatible
with all of the elements that are available with Lincoln. Drink Rail Brackets, Over-The-Post Brackets, our
easy-to-install adjustable aluminum gate and our proprietary Variable Angle Wedge, which handles any
horizontal angle, all work with Grand Prix. Plus, we have multiple post solutions including our 3x3 Structural
Post, 4x4 and 6x6 Aluminum Post Sleeves to cover existing wood-posts and our simple-to-install 4x4 and
6x6 Sentinel Load-Bearing Porch Posts. Truly, a total solution.”
Color Guard Railing Systems is the leader in premium aluminum and vinyl deck and porch railing and
compatible outdoor living solutions. Available from dealers across the United States, Color Guard products
are made in America and are easy to install for professionals and DIYers alike. Find more information on all
Color Guard products at colorguardrailing.com.
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